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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This document relates to a plasma display pan-
el.

Background Art

[0002] A plasma display panel includes phosphor lay-
ers inside discharge cells partitioned by barrier ribs and
a plurality of electrodes. Driving signals are supplied to
the discharge cells through the electrodes.
[0003] When the driving signal generates a discharge
inside the discharge cells, a discharge gas filed in the
discharge cells generates vacuum ultraviolet rays, which
thereby cause phosphors formed inside the discharge
cells to emit light, thus displaying an image on the screen
of the plasma display panel.
[0004] US 6,670,754 B1 discloses a gas discharge dis-
play apparatus. The apparatus includes at least one pair
of display electrodes spanning a plurality of discharge
cells. Each electrode includes two extension parts that
extend lengthwise across the cell matrix. A plurality of
inner projections are electrically connected to each ex-
tension part.

Disclosure of Invention

[0005] The present invention provides a plasma dis-
play panel as set out in claim 1.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0006]

FIGs. 1 to 4 illustrate an example of a structure of a
plasma display panel;
FIG. 5 illustrates a reason why at least one of a first
electrode or a second electrode has a single-layered
structure;
FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a structure in which
a black layer is added between first and second elec-
trodes and a front substrate;
FIGs. 7 to 11 illustrate first and second electrodes
of the plasma display panel;
FIG. 12 illustrates a second implementation associ-
ated with first and second electrodes of the plasma
display panel according to a preferred embodiment;
FIGs. 13 and 14 illustrate a third implementation as-
sociated with first and second electrodes of the plas-
ma display panel;
FIGs. 15 and 16 illustrate first and second electrodes
of the plasma display panel;
FIG. 17 illustrates first and second electrodes of the
plasma display panel to a preferred embodiment;
FIGs. 18 to 20 are diagrams for explaining an interval
between line portions and an interval between con-

necting portions;
FIG. 21 illustrates a frame for achieving a gray scale
of an image in the plasma display panel; and
FIG. 22 illustrates an example of an operation of the
plasma display panel.

Mode for the Invention

[0007] FIGs. 1 to 4 illustrate an example of a structure
of a plasma display panel.
[0008] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the plasma display panel
according to one embodiment includes a front substrate
101 and a rear substrate 111 which coalesce each other.
On the front substrate 101, a first electrode 102 and a
second electrode 103 are positioned in parallel to each
other. On the rear substrate 111, a third electrode 113 is
positioned to intersect the first electrode 102 and the sec-
ond electrode 103.
[0009] At least one of the first electrode 102 or the sec-
ond electrode 103 has a single-layered structure. For in-
stance, at least one of the first electrode 102 or the sec-
ond electrode 103 may be a bus electrode or ITO (indi-
um-tin-oxide)-less electrode in which a transparent elec-
trode is omitted.
[0010] At least one of the first electrode 102 or the sec-
ond electrode 103 includes an opaque metal with excel-
lent electrical conductivity. Examples of the opaque metal
with excellent electrical conductivity include silver (Ag),
copper (Cu), and aluminium (Al) that are cheaper than
ITO.
[0011] The first electrode 102 and the second elec-
trode 103 generate a discharge inside discharge spaces
(i.e., discharge cells) and maintain the discharge of the
discharge cells.
[0012] An upper dielectric layer 104 for covering the
first electrode 102 and the second electrode 103 is po-
sitioned on the front substrate 101 on which the first elec-
trode 102 and the second electrode 103 are positioned.
The upper dielectric layer 104 limits discharge currents
of the first electrode 102 and the second electrode 103
and provides insulation between the first electrode 102
and the second electrode 103.
[0013] A protective layer 105 is positioned on the upper
dielectric layer 104 to facilitate discharge conditions. The
protective layer 105 may be formed by deposition a ma-
terial such as magnesium oxide (MgO) on the upper di-
electric layer 104.
[0014] A lower dielectric layer 115 for covering the third
electrode 113 is positioned on the rear substrate 111 on
which the third electrode 113 is positioned. The lower
dielectric layer 115 provides insulation of the third elec-
trode 113.
[0015] Barrier ribs 112, for example of a stripe type, or
a well type, or a delta type, a honeycomb type, and the
like, are positioned on the lower dielectric layer 115 to
partition discharge spaces (i.e., discharge cells). The dis-
charger cells may include a red (R) discharge cell, a
green (G) discharge cell and a blue (B) discharge cell,
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and the like, and are positioned between the front sub-
strate 101 and the rear substrate 111.
[0016] In addition to red (R), green (G), and blue (B)
discharge cells, a white discharge cell or a yellow dis-
charge cell may be further positioned between the front
substrate 101 and the rear substrate 111.
[0017] The widths of the red (R), green (G), and blue
(B) discharge cells may be substantially equal to one
another. Further, the width of at least one of the red (R),
green (G), or blue (B) discharge cells may be different
from the widths of the other discharge cells.
[0018] For instance, as illustrated in FIG. 2, a width (a)
of the red (R) discharge cell is the smallest, and widths
(b and c) of the green (G) and blue (B) discharge cells
are more than the width (a) of the red (R) discharge cell
The width (b) of the green (G) discharge cell may be
substantially equal to or different from the width (c) of the
blue (B) discharge cell.
[0019] The widths of the above-described discharge
cells determine the width of a phosphor layer 114 formed
inside the discharge cells, which will be described later.
For instance, in a case of FIG. 2, the width of a blue (B)
phosphor layer formed inside the blue (B) discharge cell
is more than the width of a red (R) phosphor layer formed
inside the red (R) discharge cell. Further, the width of a
green (G) phosphor layer formed inside the green (G)
discharge cell is more than the width of a red (R) phosphor
layer formed inside the red (R) discharge cell. Hence, a
color temperature of an image displayed on the plasma
display panel can be improved.
[0020] The plasma display panel may have various
forms of barrier rib structures as well as a structure of
the barrier rib 112 illustrated in FIG. 1. For instance, the
barrier rib 112 may include a first barrier rib 112b and a
second barrier rib 112a. The barrier rib 112 may have a
differential type barrier rib structure in which the height
of the first barrier rib 112b and the height of the second
barrier rib 112a are different from each other, a channel
type barrier rib structure in which a channel usable as an
exhaust path is formed on at least one of the first barrier
rib 112b or the second barrier rib 112a, a hollow type
barrier rib structure in which a hollow is formed on at least
one of the first barrier rib 112b or the second barrier rib
112a, and the like.
[0021] In the differential type barrier rib structure, as
illustrated in FIG. 3, a height h1 of the first barrier rib 112b
is less than a height h2 of the second barrier rib 112a.
Further, in the channel type barrier rib structure or the
hollow type barrier rib structure, a channel or a hollow
may be formed on the first barrier rib 112b.
[0022] While the plasma display panel has been illus-
trated and described to have the red (R), green (G), and
blue (B) discharge cells arranged on the same line, it is
possible to arrange them in a different pattern. For in-
stance, a delta type arrangement in which the red (R),
green (G), and blue (B) discharge cells are arranged in
a triangle shape may be applicable. Further, the dis-
charge cells may have a variety of polygonal shapes such

as pentagonal and hexagonal shapes as well as a rec-
tangular shape.
[0023] While FIG. 1 has illustrated and described a
case where the barrier rib 112 is formed on the rear sub-
strate 111, the barrier rib 112 may be formed on at least
one of the front substrate 101 or the rear substrate 111.
[0024] Each of the discharge cells partitioned by the
barrier ribs 112 is filled with a predetermined discharge
gas.
[0025] The phosphor layers 114 for emitting visible
light for an image display during the generation of an
address discharge are positioned inside the discharge
cells partitioned by the barrier ribs 112. For instance, red
(R), green (G) and blue (B) phosphor layers may be po-
sitioned inside the discharge cells.
[0026] A white phosphor layer and/or a yellow phos-
phor layer may be further positioned in addition to the
red (R), green (G) and blue (B) phosphor layers.
[0027] A thickness of at least one of the phosphor lay-
ers 114 formed inside the red (R), green (G) and blue (B)
discharge cells may be different from thicknesses of the
other phosphor layers. For instance, as illustrated in FIG.
4, thicknesses t2 and t3 of phosphor layers 114b and
114a inside the green (G) and blue (B) discharge cells
are larger than a thickness t1 of a phosphor layer 114c
inside the red (R) discharge cell. The thickness t2 of the
phosphor layer 114b inside the green (G) discharge cell
may be substantially equal to or different from the thick-
ness t3 of the phosphor layer 114a inside the blue (B)
discharge cell.
[0028] In FIG. 1, the upper dielectric layer 104 and the
lower dielectric layer 115 each have a single-layered
structure.
[0029] A black layer (not shown) for absorbing external
light may be further positioned on the barrier rib 112 to
prevent the reflection of the external light caused by the
barrier rib 112.
[0030] Further, another black layer (not shown) may
be further positioned at a specific position of the front
substrate 101 corresponding to the barrier rib 112.
[0031] The third electrode 113 positioned on the rear
substrate 11 may have a substantially constant width or
thickness. Further, a width or thickness of the third elec-
trode 113 inside the discharge cell may be different from
a width or thickness of the third electrode 113 outside
the discharge cell For instance, a width or thickness of
the third electrode 113 inside the discharge cell may be
larger than a width or thickness of the third electrode 113
outside the discharge cell.
[0032] FIG. 5 illustrates a reason why at least one of
a first electrode or a second electrode has a single-lay-
ered structure.
[0033] As illustrated in (a) of FIG. 5, unlike the present
invention, a first electrode 210 and a second electrode
220 each have a multi-layered structure on a front sub-
strate 200.
[0034] For instance, the first electrode 210 and the sec-
ond electrode 220 each include transparent electrodes
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210a and 220a and bus electrodes 210b and 220b.
[0035] The transparent electrodes 210a and 220a may
include a transparent material such as ITO. The bus elec-
trodes 210b and 220b may include a metal material such
as silver (Ag).
[0036] The transparent electrodes 210a and 220a are
formed and then the bus electrodes 210b and 220b are
formed to complete the first electrode 210 and the second
electrode 220.
[0037] As illustrated in (b) of FIG. 5, the first electrode
102 and the second electrode 103 each may have a sin-
gle-layered structure. For instance, at least one of the
first electrode 102 or the second electrode 103 may be
an ITO-less electrode in which a transparent electrode
is omitted.
[0038] At least one of the first electrode 102 or the sec-
ond electrode 103 may include a substantially opaque
metal material with excellent electrical conductivity. Ex-
amples of the opaque metal with excellent electrical con-
ductivity include silver (Ag), copper (Cu) and aluminium
(Al) that are cheaper than ITO. At least one of the first
electrode 102 or the second electrode 103 may further
include a black material such as carbon (C), cobalt (Co)
or ruthenium (Ru).
[0039] A process for forming the transparent elec-
trodes 210a and 220a and a process for forming the bus
electrodes 210b and 220b are required in (a) of FIG. 5.
However, because a process for forming the transparent
electrode is omitted in (b) of FIG. 5, the manufacturing
cost can be reduced.
[0040] Further, because an expensive material such
as ITO is not used in (b) of FIG. 5, the manufacturing
cost can be further reduced.
[0041] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a structure in
which a black layer is added between first and second
electrodes and a front substrate. The black layer is an
additional feature outside the present invention as
claimed.
[0042] As illustrated in FIG. 6, black layers 300a and
300b are positioned between the front substrate 101 and
at least one of the first or second electrode 102 or 103,
thereby preventing discoloration of the front substrate
101. A degree of blackness of the black layers 300a and
300b is higher than a degree of blackness of at least one
of the first or second electrode 102 or 103.
[0043] For instance, when the front substrate 101 di-
rectly contacts the first or second electrode 102 or 103,
a predetermined area of the front substrate 101 directly
contacting the first or second electrode 102 or 103 may
change into a yellow-based color. The change of color
is called a migration phenomenon. The black layers 300a
and 300b prevent the migration phenomenon by prevent-
ing the direct contact of the front substrate 101 with the
first or second electrode 102 or 103.
[0044] The black layers 300a and 300b may include a
black material of a dark color, for example, ruthenium
(Ru).
[0045] Since the black layers 300a and 300b are po-

sitioned between the front substrate 101 and the second
electrode 103 and between the front substrate 101 and
the first electrode 102, respectively, the generation of
reflection light can be prevented even if the first and sec-
ond electrodes 102 and 103 are formed of a material with
a high reflectivity.
[0046] FIGs. 7 to 11 illustrate first and second elec-
trodes of the plasma display panel.
[0047] As illustrated in FIG. 7, at least one of a first
electrode 430 or a second electrode 460 may include at
least one line portion intersecting a third electrode 370
inside a discharge cell partitioned by a barrier rib 400.
For instance, the first electrode 430 includes first and
second line portions 410a and 410b, and the second elec-
trode 460 includes first and second line portions 440a
and 440b.
[0048] The line portions 410a, 410b, 440a and 440b
are spaced apart from one another with a predetermined
distance therebetween. For instance, the first and second
line portions 410a and 410b of the first electrode 430 are
spaced apart from each other with a distance d1 there-
between. The first and second line portions 440a and
440b of the second electrode 1460 are spaced apart from
each other with a distance d2 therebetween. The dis-
tance d 1 may be equal to or different from the distance
d2.
[0049] The line portions 410a, 410b, 440a and 440b
each have a predetermined width. For instance, the first
and second line portions 410a and 410b of the first elec-
trode 430 have widths Wa and Wb, respectively. The
width Wa may be equal to or different from the width Wb.
[0050] A shape of the first electrode 430 may be sym-
metrical or asymmetrical to a shape of the second elec-
trode 460 inside the discharge cell. For instance, while
the first electrode 430 may include three line portions,
the second electrode 460 may include two line portions.
[0051] The number of line portions in the first and sec-
ond electrodes 430 and 460 may vary. For instance, the
first electrode 430 or the second electrode 460 may in-
clude 4 or 5 line portions.
[0052] At least one of the first electrode 430 or the sec-
ond electrode 460 may include at least one projecting
portion projecting from the line portion. For instance, the
first electrode 430 includes two projecting portions 420a
and 420b projecting from the line portion 410a, and the
second electrode 460 includes two projecting portions
450a and 450b projecting from the line portion 440a.
[0053] The projecting portions 420a, 420b, 450a and
450b may project in a direction toward the center of the
discharge cell inside the discharge cell.
[0054] The projecting portions 420a and 420b of the
first electrode 430 may be positioned to face the project-
ing portions 450a and 450b of the second electrode 460.
Hence, an interval g1 between the projecting portions
420a and 420b and the projecting portions 450a and 450b
may be smaller than an interval g2 between the first line
portion 410a of the first electrode 430 and the first line
portion 440a of the second electrode 460.
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[0055] When a driving signal is supplied to the first elec-
trode 430 and the second electrode 460, a discharge
firstly occurs between the projecting portions 420a and
420b of the first electrode 430 and the projecting portions
450a and 450b of the second electrode 460. Then, the
discharge is diffused into the first and second line portions
410a and 410b of the first electrode 430 and the first and
second line portions 440a and 440b of the second elec-
trode 460.
[0056] At least one of the fist electrode 430 or the sec-
ond electrode 460 includes at least one connecting por-
tion connecting the two or more line portions. For in-
stance, connecting portions 420c and 420d of the first
electrode 430 connect the first and second line portions
410va and 410b to each other. Connecting portions 450c
and 450d of the second electrode 460 connect the first
and second line portions 440a and 440b to each other.
The connecting portions 420c, 420d, 450c and 450d al-
low a discharge generated between the projecting por-
tions 420a, 420b, 450a and 450b to be easily diffused
into the rear of the discharge cell partitioned by the barrier
rib 400.
[0057] At least one of the connecting portions 420c,
420d, 450c and 450d and at least one of the projecting
portions 420a, 420b, 450a and 450b may overlap each
other in a direction paralel to the third electrode 470. Pref-
erably, at least one of the connecting portions 420c, 420d,
450c and 450d and at least one of the projecting portions
420a, 420b, 450a and 450b may be positioned in a
straight line.
[0058] For instance, the connecting portion 420c and
the projecting portion 420a of the first electrode 430 over-
lap each other in a direction parallel to the third electrode
470, and the connecting portion 420d and the projecting
portion 420b of the first electrode 430 overlap each other
in a direction parallel to the third electrode 470.
[0059] As illustrated in FIG. 8, (a) illustrates a case
where a projecting portion and a connecting portion are
not positioned in a straight line. In FIG. 8, an area defined
by the dotted line indicates a light generation area of a
phosphor layer. The fact that the light generation area is
relatively wide means that a discharge is widely diffused.
On the contrary, the fact that the light generation area is
relatively narrow means that a discharge is not widely
diffused.
[0060] In (a) of FIG. 8, because a relatively narrow
charge moving path is formed between first and second
line portions and the projecting portion and the connect-
ing portion are not positioned in a straight line, it is difficult
to smoothly diffuse a discharge generated between the
projecting portion of the first electrode and the projecting
portion of the second electrode into the second portions
of the first and second electrodes. Hence, the driving
efficiency can be relatively low.
[0061] Similar to FIG. 7, (b) of FIG. 8 illustrates a case
where a projecting portion and a connecting portion are
positioned in a straight line. In this case, because a dis-
charge generated between the projecting portion of the

first electrode and the projecting portion of the second
electrode is sufficiently diffused into the second portions
of the first and second electrodes through the connecting
portion overlapping the projecting portion, the driving ef-
ficiency can be improved.
[0062] (c) of FIG. 8 illustrates another case where a
projecting portion and a connecting portion are not posi-
tioned in a straight line. In (c) of FIG. 8, the number of
connecting potions is more than the number of projecting
portion so as to sufficiently widen a charge moving path
between first and second line portions. It is likely to suf-
ficiently diffuse a discharge generated between the pro-
jecting portion of the first electrode and the projecting
portion of the second electrode into the second portions
of the first and second electrodes. However, because an
aperture ratio is reduced due to the connecting portion,
a luminance and the driving efficiency can be reduced.
[0063] Accordingly, it is preferable that the projecting
portion and the connecting portion are positioned in a
straight line.
[0064] The number of projecting portions and the
number of connecting portions of the first and second
electrodes may be variously changed. For instance, as
illustrated in FIG. 9, each of the first and second elec-
trodes 430 and 460 may include one projecting portion
and one connecting portion. In other words, the first elec-
trode 430 includes one projecting portion 420e and one
connecting portion 420f, and the second electrode 460
includes one projecting portion 450e and one connecting
portion 450f.
[0065] Further, a width of at least one of the plurality
of line portions 410a, 410b, 440a and 440b may be dif-
ferent from widths of the other line portions. For instance,
as illustrated in FIG. 10, a width Wa of the first line portion
410a of the first electrode 430 may be smaller than a
width Wb of the second line portion 410b of the first elec-
trode 430.
[0066] Further, as illustrated in FIG. 11, a width Wa of
the first line portion 410a may be larger than a width Wb
of the second line portion 410b.
[0067] FIG. 12 illustrates first and second electrodes
of the plasma display panel according to a preferred em-
bodiment. The description of structures and components
identical or equivalent to those illustrated and described
in FIGs. 7 to 11 is briefly made or is entirely omitted in
FIG. 12. Meanwhile, reference number 570 in the figures
is the third electrode.
[0068] As illustrated in FIG. 12, a first electrode 530
includes projecting portions 520a and 520b and tail por-
tions 520e and 520f projecting from line portions 510a
and 510b in a direction opposite a projecting direction of
the projecting portions 520a and 520b. A second elec-
trode 560 includes projecting portions 550a and 550b
and tail portions 550e and 550f projecting from line por-
tions 540a and 540b in a direction opposite a projecting
direction of the projecting portions 550a and 550b.
[0069] For instance, the projecting portions 520a,
520b, 550a and 550b may project from the first line por-
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tions 510a and 540a in a direction toward the center of
a discharge cell partitioned by a barrier rib 500, and the
tail portions 520e, 520f, 550e and 550f may project from
the second line portions 510b and 540b in a direction
opposite the projecting direction of the projecting portions
520a, 520b, 550a and 550b.
[0070] As above, because the first electrode 530 and
the second electrode 560 each include the tail portions
520e, 520f, 550e and 550f, a discharge generated be-
tween the projecting portions 520a, 520b, 550a and 550b
can be more widely diffused inside the discharge cell.
Hence, a luminance and the driving efficiency can be
improved.
[0071] The tail portions 520e, 520f, 550e and 550f may
be positioned in a straight line with the projecting portions
520a, 520b, 550a and 550b and connecting portions
520c, 520d, 550c and 550d.
[0072] For instance, in FIG. 12, the projecting portion
includes the first projecting portions 520a and 550a and
the second projecting portions 520b and 550b; the tail
portion includes the first tail portions 520e and 550e and
the second tail portions 520f and 550f projecting in a di-
rection opposite the projecting direction of the first pro-
jecting portions 520a and 550a and the second projecting
portions 520b and 550b; and the connecting portion in-
cludes the first connecting portions 520c and 550c cor-
responding to the first projecting portions 520a and 550a
and the first tail portions 520e and 550e and the second
connecting portions 520d and 550d corresponding to the
second projecting portions 520b and 550b and the sec-
ond tail portions 520f and 550f. The first projecting por-
tions 520a and 550a, the first connecting portions 520c
and 550c, and the first tail portions 520e and 550e are
positioned in a straight line, and the second projecting
portions 520b and 550b, the second connecting portions
520d and 550d, and the second tail portions 520f and
550f are positioned in a straight line.
[0073] In the panel structure of FIG. 12, a discharge
generated between the projecting portions 520a, 520b,
550a and 550b can be more widely diffused inside the
discharge cell along the connecting portions 520c, 520d,
550c and 550d and the tail portions 520e, 520f, 550e and
550f.
[0074] FIGs. 13 and 14 illustrate first and second elec-
trodes of the plasma display panel. The description of
structures and components identical or equivalent to
those illustrated and described in FIGs. 7 to 11 is briefly
made or is entirely omitted in FIGs. 13 and 14. Mean-
while, reference number 600 in the figures is barrier rib
and reference number 670 in the figures is the third elec-
trode.
[0075] As illustrated in FIG. 13, a shape of projecting
portions 620a, 620b, 650a and 650b may be different
from a shape of tail portions 620e, 620f, 650e and 650f.
[0076] For instance, a width of the projecting portions
620a, 620b, 650a and 650b may be set to a width W10,
and a width of the tail portions 620e, 620f, 650e and 650f
may be set to a width W20 smaller than the width W10.

[0077] As above, when the width W10 of the projecting
portions 620a, 620b, 650a and 650b is larger than the
width W20 of the tail portions 620e, 620f, 650e and 650f,
a firing voltage of a discharge generated between a first
electrode 630 and a second electrode 660 can be low-
ered.
[0078] As illustrated in FIG. 14, a width of the projecting
portions 620a, 620b, 650a and 650b may be set to a
width W20, and a width of the tail portions 620e, 620f,
650e and 650f may be set to a width W10 larger than the
width W20.
[0079] As above, when the width W20 of the projecting
portions 620a, 620b, 650a and 650b is smaller than.the
width W10 of the tail portions 620e, 620f, 650e and 650f,
a discharge generated inside the discharge cell can be
more widely diffused into the rear of the discharge cell.
[0080] FIGs. 15 and 16 illustrate first and second elec-
trodes of the plasma display panel. The description of
structures and components identical or equivalent to
those illustrated and described in FIGs. 7 to 11 is briefly
made or is entirely omitted in FIGs. 15 and 16. Mean-
while, reference numbers 700, 800 in the figures is barrier
rib, and reference numbers 770,870 is the third electrode.
[0081] As illustrated in FIG. 15, a length of projecting
portions 720a, 720b, 750a and 750b may be different
from a length of tail portions 720e, 720f, 750e and 750f.
[0082] For instance, a length of the projecting portions
720a, 720b, 750a and 750b may be set to a length L1,
and a length of the tail portions 720e, 720f, 750e and
750f may be set to a length L2 shorter than the length L1.
[0083] As above, when the length L1 of the projecting
portions 720a, 720b, 750a and 750b is longer than the
length L2 of the tail portions 720e, 720f, 750e and 750f,
a firing voltage of a discharge generated between a first
electrode 730 and a second electrode 760 can be low-
ered.
[0084] As illustrated in FIG. 16, a length of the project-
ing portions 720a, 720b, 750a and 750b may be set to a
length L2, and a length of the tail portions 720e, 720f,
750e and 750f may be set to a length L1 longer than the
length L2.
[0085] As above, when the length L2 of the projecting
portions 720a, 720b, 750a and 750b is shorter than the
length L1 of the tail portions 720e, 720f, 750e and 750f,
a discharge generated inside the discharge cell can be
more efficiently diffused into the rear of the discharge cell.
[0086] Considering that light is mainly generated in an
discharge diffusing area inside the discharge cell, the
length L1 of the tail portions 720e, 720f, 750e and 750f
may be longer than the length L2 of the projecting por-
tions 720a, 720b, 750a and 750b so as to improve a
luminance of an image.
[0087] FIG. 17 illustrate first and second electrodes of
the plasma display panel according to a preferred em-
bodiment. The description of structures and components
identical or equivalent to those illustrated and described
in FIGs. 7 to 11 is briefly made or is entirety omitted in
FIG. 17.
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[0088] As illustrated in FIG. 17, projecting portions
820a, 820b, 850a and 850b may include a portion with
the curvature. Tail portions 820e, 820f, 850e and 850f
may include a portion with the curvature.
[0089] A portion where the projecting portions 820a,
820b, 850a and 850b are adjacent to line portions 810a,
810b, 840a and 840b may include the curvature. Further,
a portion where the line portions 810a, 810b, 840a and
840b are adjacent to connecting portions 820c, 820d,
850c and 1850c may include the curvature.
[0090] In the panel structure of FIG. 17, a first electrode
830 and a second electrode 860 can be easily manufac-
tured. Further, the portion with the curvature prevents
wall charges from being excessively accumulated on a
specific portion during a driving of the panel, and thus a
driving stability can be improved.
[0091] FIGs. 18 to 20 are diagrams for explaining an
interval between line portions and an interval between
connecting portions.
[0092] FIGs. 18 and 20 illustrate a case where an in-
terval g3 between two successively positioned line por-
tions 910a and 910b or 940a and 940b among a plurality
of line portions is shorter than an interval g4 between two
successively positioned connecting portions 920c and
920d or 950c and 950d among a plurality of connecting
portions. Meanwhile, reference number 900 in the figures
is the barrier rib, and reference number 970 in the figures
is the third electrode.
[0093] In FIG. 18, it seems to increase the interval g4
between the two successively positioned connecting por-
tions 920c and 920d or 950c and 950d in a state where
the interval g3 between the two successively positioned
line portions 910a and 910b or 940a and 940b is main-
tained. In FIG. 19, it seems to reduce the interval g3 be-
tween the two successively positioned line portions 910a
and 910b or 940a and 940b in a state where the interval
g4 between the two successively positioned connecting
portions 920c and 920d or 950c and 950d is maintained.
[0094] In FIG. 18, a discharge generated between pro-
jecting portions 920a, 920b, 950a and 950b of first and
second electrodes 930 and 960 can be widely diffused.
However, because the interval g4 is excessively large,
the discharge intensity can be excessively reduced in a
middle portion of the discharge cell. Hence, a luminance
can be reduced.
[0095] In FIG. 19, a sufficiently strong discharge can
occur in the middle portion of the discharge cell. However,
a discharge generated between the projecting portions
920a, 920b, 950a and 950b of the first and second elec-
trodes 930 and 960 cannot be sufficiently diffused into
the rear of the discharge cell. Hence, a luminance can
be reduced.
[0096] On the contrary, in FIG. 20, an interval g3 be-
tween the two successively positioned line portions 910a
and 910b or 940a and 940b is longer than an interval g4
between the two successively positioned connecting por-
tions 920c and 920d or 950c and 950d. In the panel struc-
ture of FIG. 20, a sufficiently strong discharge can occur

in the middle portion of the discharge cell, and a dis-
charge generated between the projecting portions 920a,
920b, 950a and 950b of the first and second electrodes
930 and 960 can be widely diffused into the rear of the
discharge cell. Hence, a luminance and the driving effi-
ciency can be improved.
[0097] FIG. 21 illustrates a frame for achieving a gray
scale of an image in the plasma display panel.
[0098] FIG. 22 illustrates an example of an operation
of the plasma display panel.
[0099] As illustrated in FIG. 21, a frame for achieving
a gray scale of an image in the plasma display panel is
divided into several subfields each having a different
number of emission times.
[0100] Each subfield is subdivided into a reset period
for initializing all the cells, an address period for selecting
cells to be discharged, and a sustain period for repre-
senting gray level in accordance with the number of dis-
charges.
[0101] For instance, if an image with 256-level gray
scale is to be displayed, a frame, as illustrated in FIG.
21, is divided into 8 subfields SF1 to SF8. Each of the 8
subfields SF1 to SF8 is subdivided into a reset period,
an address period, and a sustain period.
[0102] The number of sustain signals supplied during
the sustain period determines gray level weight in each
of the subfields. For instance, in such a method of setting
gray level weight of a first subfield to 20 and gray level
weight of a second subfield to 21, the sustain period in-
creases in a ratio of 2n (where, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
in each of the subfields. Since the sustain period varies
from one subfield to the next subfield, a specific gray
level is achieved by controlling the sustain period which
are to be used for discharging each of the selected cells,
i.e., the number of sustain discharges that are realized
in each of the discharge cells.
[0103] The plasma display panel uses a plurality of
frames to display an image for 1 second. For instance,
60 frames are used to display an image 1 second. In this
case, a time width T of one frame may be 1/60 seconds,
i.e., 16.67 ms.
[0104] In FIG. 21, one frame includes 8 subfields. How-
ever, the number of subfields constituting one frame may
vary. For instance, one frame may include 12 or 10 sub-
fields.
[0105] Further, in FIG. 21, the subfields are arranged
in increasing order of gray level weight. However, he sub-
fields may be arranged in decreasing order of gray level
weight, or the subfields may be arranged regardless of
gray level weight.
[0106] FIG. 22 illustrates an example of an operation
of the plasma display panel according to the exemplary
embodiment in one subfield of a plurality of subfields of
one frame as illustrated in FIG. 21.
[0107] During a pre -reset period prior to a reset period,
a first signal with a voltage gradually falling from a ground
level to a first voltage VI is supplied to a first electrode
Y. A second signal corresponding to the first signal is
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supplied to a second electrode Z. A polarity direction of
the second signal is opposite to a polarity direction of the
first signal. The second signal is constantly maintained
at a voltage Vpz. The voltage Vpz may be substantially
equal to a voltage (i.e., a sustain voltage Vs) of a sustain
signal (SUS) to be supplied during a sustain period.
[0108] As above, when the first signal is supplied to
the first electrode Y and the second signal is supplied to
the second electrode Z during the pre-reset period, wall
charges of a predetermined polarity are accumulated on
the first electrode Y, and wall charges of a polarity oppo-
site the polarity of the wall charges accumulated on the
first electrode Y are accumulated on the second elec-
trode Z. For instance, wall charges of a positive polarity
are accumulated on the first electrode Y, and wall charg-
es of a negative polarity are accumulated on the second
electrode Z.
[0109] During a reset period, a third signal is supplied
to the first electrode Y. The third signal includes a first
rising signal and a second rising signal The first rising
signal gradually rises from a second voltage V2 to a third
voltage V3 with a first slope, and the second rising signal
gradually rises from the third voltage V3 to a fourth volt-
age V4 with a second slope.
[0110] The third signal generates a weak dark dis-
charge (i.e., a setup discharge) inside the discharge cell
during a setup period of the reset period, thereby accu-
mulating a proper amount of wall charges inside the dis-
charge cell.
[0111] The setup discharge does not occur at a voltage
equal to or less than the third voltage V3, and the setup
discharge can occur at a voltage equal to or more than
the third voltage V3. Therefore, a voltage of the first elec-
trode Y rapidly rises up to the third voltage V3 and then
lowly rises. Hence, an excessive increase in a time width
of the setup period can be prevented, and a stability of
the setup discharge can be improved. Considering this,
it is preferable that the second slope is gentler than the
first slope.
[0112] Wall charges accumulated inside the discharge
cells during the pre-reset period can assist the setup dis-
charge generated during the setup period. Accordingly,
although a voltage of the third signal is lowered, the stable
setup discharge can occur. When the voltage of the third
signal is lowered, the intensity of the setup discharge can
be reduced and a reduction in the contrast characteristic
can be prevented.
[0113] As explained in FIG. 5, a case where the first
electrode and the second electrode each have the sin-
gle-layered structure has a lower aperture ratio than a
case where the first electrode and the second electrode
each have the multi-layered structure, and thus a contrast
characteristic can be reduced.
[0114] On the contrary, the operation during the pre-re-
set period prior to the reset period can prevent a reduction
in the contrast characteristic even if the first electrode
and the second electrode each have the single-layered
structure.

[0115] A subfield, which is first arranged in time order
in a plurality of subfields of one frame, may include a
pre-reset period prior to a reset period so as to obtain
sufficient driving time. Or, two or three subfields may in-
clude a pre-reset period prior to a reset period.
[0116] During a set-down period of the reset period, a
fourth signal of a polarity direction opposite a polarity
direction of the third signal is supplied to the first electrode
Y. The fourth signal gradually falls from a fifth voltage V5
lower than a peak voltage (i.e., the fourth voltage V4) of
the third signal to a sixth voltage V6. The fourth signal
generates a weak erase discharge (i.e., a set-down dis-
charge) inside the discharge cell. Furthermore, the re-
maining wall charges are uniform inside the discharge
cells to the extent that an address discharge can be stably
performed.
[0117] During an address period, a scan bias signal,
which is maintained at a seventh voltage V7 higher than
a lowest voltage (i.e., the sixth voltage V6) of the fourth
signal, is supplied to the first electrode Y.
[0118] A scan signal (Scan), which falls from the scan
bias signal by a scan voltage magnitu de ΔVy, is supplied
to the first electrode Y.
[0119] The width of the scan signal may vary from one
subfield to the next subfield. For instance, the width of a
scan signal in a subfield may be larger than the width of
a scan signal in the next subfield in time order. Further,
the width of the scan signal may be gradual reduced in
the order of 2.6ms, 2.3ms, 2.1ms, 1.9ms, etc., or in the
order of 2.6ms, 2.3ms, 2.3ms, 2.1ms, 1.9ms, 1.9ms, etc.
[0120] As above, when the scan signal (Scan) is sup-
pled to the first electrode Y, a data signal (data) corre-
sponding to the scan signal (Scan) is supplied to the third
electrode X. The data signal (data) rises from a ground
level voltage GND by a data voltage magnitude ΔVd.
[0121] As the voltage difference between the scan sig-
nal (Scan) and the data signal (data) is added to the wall
voltage generated during the reset period, an address
discharge is generated within the discharge cell to which
the data signal (data) is supplied.
[0122] A sustain bias signal is supplied to the second
electrode Z during the address period to prevent the gen-
eration of the unstable address discharge by interference
of the second electrode Z. The sustain bias signal is sub-
stantially maintained at a sustain bias voltage Vz which
is lower than the sustain voltage Vs and higher than the
ground level voltage GND.
[0123] During the sustain period, a sustain signal
(SUS) is alternately electrode Y and the second electrode
Z. As the wall voltage within the discharge cell selected
by performing the address discharge is added to the sus-
tain voltage Vs of the sustain signal (SUS), every time
the sustain signal (SUS) is supplied, a sustain discharge,
i.e., a display discharge occurs between the first elec-
trode Y and the second electrode Z. Accordingly, a pre-
determined image is displayed on the plasma display
panel.
[0124] A plurality of sustain signals are supplied during
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a sustain period of at least one subfield, and a width of
at least one of the plurality of sustain signals may be
different from widths of the other sustain signals. For in-
stance, a width of the first supplied sustain signal among
the plurality of sustain signals may be larger than widths
of the other sustain signals. Hence, a sustain discharge
can more stably occur.

Claims

1. A plasma display panel comprising:

a front substrate (101) on which a first electrode
(102) and a second electrode (103) are posi-
tioned parallel to each other;
a rear substrate (111) on which a third electrode
(113) is positioned to intersect the first electrode
(102) and the second electrode (103); and
a barrier rib (112) positioned between the front
substrate (101) and the rear substrate (111) to
partition a discharge cell, wherein
at least one of the first electrode (102) or the
second electrode (103) has a single-layered
structure,
at least one of the first electrode (102) and the
second electrode (103) includes a first line por-
tion (510a, 540a) and an adjacent second line
portion (510b, 540b) intersecting the third elec-
trode (113), a first and a second projecting por-
tion (520a, 520b, 550a, 550b) projecting from
the first line portion (510a, 540a) in a direction
toward the centre of the discharge cell, and a
first and a second connecting portion (520c,
520d, 550c, 550d) connecting the first line por-
tion (510a,540a) and the second line portion
(510b, 540b), and a first and a second tail portion
(520e, 520f, 550e, 550f) that project from the
second line portion (510b, 540b) in a direction
opposite a projecting direction of the projecting
portion (520a, 520, 550a, 550b);
each of the respective first and second project-
ing portions (520a, 520b, 550a, 550b), each of
the respective first and second tail portions
(520e, 520f, 550e, 550f), and each of the re-
spective first and second connecting portions
(520c, 520d, 550c, 550d) are positioned respec-
tively in a straight line; and
an interval between the first line portion (510a,
540a) and the adjacent second line portion
(510b, 540b) is larger than an interval between
two successively positioned connecting por-
tions (520c, 520d, 550c, 550d).

2. The plasma display panel of claim 1, wherein the
projecting portions, the connecting portions and the
tail portions overlap with the third electrode.

3. The plasma display panel of claim 1, wherein the
the tail portion includes the first and the second tail
portions projecting in a direction opposite a project-
ing direction of the first and second projecting por-
tions, and the connecting portion includes the first
connecting portion positioned in a straight line with
the first projecting portion and the first tail portion,
and the second connecting portion positioned in a
straight line with the second projecting portion and
the second tail portion.

4. The plasma display panel of claim 1, wherein the
projecting portions and the tail portion includes a por-
tion with curvature, a first portion with curvature is
formed in an area where the connecting portion and
the first line portion intersect, and a second portion
with curvature is formed in an area where the con-
necting portion and the second line portion intersect.

5. A plasma display apparatus comprising the plasma
display panel of claim 1, wherein a driving apparatus
is arranged to supply a first signal with a gradually
falling voltage to the first electrode and a second
signal of a polarity direction opposite a polarity di-
rection of the first signal to the second electrode dur-
ing a pre-reset period prior to a reset period of at
least one subfield of a frame.

6. The plasma display apparatus of claim 6, wherein
the driving apparatus is arranged to supply a mag-
nitude of a voltage of the second signal substantially
equal to a magnitude of a voltage of a sustain signal
to at least one of the first electrode or the second
electrode during a sustain period after the reset pe-
riod.

7. The plasma display apparatus of claim 5, wherein
the driving apparatus is arranged to supply a third
signal wiht a gradually rising voltage to the first elec-
trode after the supply of the first signal.

8. The plasma display apparatus of claim 7, whereiin
the driving apparatus is arranged to supply the third
signal with a first rising signal whose voltage gradu-
ally rises with a first slope and a second rising signal
whose voltage gradually rises with a second slope.

9. The plasma display apparatus of claim 7, wherein
the driving apparatus is arranged to supply the third
signal with the second slope gentler than the first
slope.

Patentansprüche

1. Plasmaanzeigetafel, die folgendes aufweist:

ein vorderes Substrat (101), auf dem eine erste
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Elektrode (102) und eine zweite Elektrode (103)
parallel zueinander positioniert sind;
ein hinteres Substrat (111), auf dem eine dritte
Elektrode (113) so positioniert ist, dass sie die
erste Elektrode (102) und die zweite Elektrode
(103) schneidet; und
eine Grenzrippe (112), die zwischen dem vor-
deren Substrat (101) und dem hinteren Substrat
(111) zur Segmentierung einer Entladezelle po-
sitioniert ist, wobei
mindestens die erste Elektrode (102) oder die
zweite Elektrode (103) eine einschichtige Struk-
tur aufweist,
mindestens die erste Elektrode (102) oder die
zweite Elektrode (103) einen ersten linearen Ab-
schnitt (510a, 540a) und einen benachbarten
zweiten linearen Abschnitt (510b, 540b), der die
dritte Elektrode (113) schneidet, einen ersten
und einen zweiten vorstehenden Abschnitt
(520a, 520b, 550a, 550b), die von dem ersten
linearen Abschnitt (510a, 540a) in eine Richtung
hin zu dem Zentrum der Entladezelle hervorste-
hen, und einen ersten und einen zweiten Ver-
bindungsabschnitt (520c, 520d, 550c, 550d), die
den ersten linearen Abschnitt (510a, 540a) und
den zweiten linearen Abschnitt (510b, 540b)
verbinden, und einen ersten und einen zweiten
Endabschnitt (520e, 520f, 550e, 550f), die von
dem zweiten linearen Abschnitt (510b, 540b) in
eine Richtung entgegengesetzt einer Vorsteh-
richtung des vorstehenden Abschnitts (520a,
520b, 550a, 550b) hervorstehen, aufweist;
jeweils die ersten und zweiten vorstehenden Ab-
schnitte (520a, 520b, 550a, 550b), jeweils die
ersten und zweiten Endabschnitte (520e, 520f,
550e, 550f) und jeweils die ersten und zweiten
Verbindungsabschnitte (520c, 520d, 550c,
550d) jeweils in gerader Linie positioniert sind;
und
ein Abstand zwischen dem ersten linearen Ab-
schnitt (510a, 540a) und dem benachbarten
zweiten linearen Abschnitt (510b, 540b) größer
ist als ein Abstand zwischen zwei nacheinander
positionierten Verbindungsabschnitten (520c,
520d, 550c, 550d).

2. Plasmaanzeigetafel nach Anspruch 1, wobei sich die
vorstehenden Abschnitte, die Verbindungsabschnit-
te und die Endabschnitte mit der dritten Elektrode
überschneiden.

3. Plasmaanzeigetafel nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
Endabschnitt die ersten und die zweiten Endab-
schnitte aufweist, die in eine Richtung entgegenge-
setzt einer Vorstehrichtung der ersten und zweiten
vorstehenden Abschnitte hervorsteht, und der Ver-
bindungsabschnitt den ersten Verbindungsabschnitt
aufweist, der in gerader Linie mit dem ersten vorste-

henden Abschnitt und dem ersten Endabschnitt po-
sitioniert ist, und der zweite Verbindungsabschnitt in
gerader Linie mit dem zweiten vorstehenden Ab-
schnitt und dem zweiten Endabschnitt positioniert
ist.

4. Plasmaanzeigetafel nach Anspruch 1, wobei die vor-
stehenden Abschnitte und der Endabschnitt einen
Abschnitt mit einer Krümmung aufweisen, ein erster
Abschnitt mit Krümmung in einem Bereich gebildet
ist, wo sich der Verbindungsabschnitt und der erste
lineare Abschnitt schneiden, und ein zweiter Ab-
schnitt mit Krümmung in einem Bereich gebildet ist,
wo sich der Verbindungsabschnitt und der zweite
lineare Abschnitt schneiden.

5. Plasmaanzeigevorrichtung, mit der Plasmaanzeige-
tafel nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein Antriebsgerät so
ausgestaltet ist, dass es ein erstes Signal mit schritt-
weise sinkender Spannung an die erste Elektrode
sendet, und ein zweites Signal mit einer Polaritäts-
richtung entgegengesetzt einer Polaritätsrichtung
des ersten Signals an die zweite Elektrode, während
einer Prä-Rückstellphase vor einer Rückstellphase
von mindestens einem Unterfeld eines Rahmens.

6. Plasmaanzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei
das Antriebsgerät so ausgestaltet ist, dass es eine
Größenordnung einer Spannung des zweiten Si-
gnals, die im Wesentlichen gleich einer Größenord-
nung einer Spannung eines Dauersignals ist, an min-
destens die erste Elektrode oder die zweite Elektro-
de während einer Dauerphase nach der Rückstell-
phase sendet.

7. Plasmaanzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei
das Antriebsgerät so ausgestaltet ist, dass es ein
drittes Signal mit schrittweise ansteigender Span-
nung an die erste Elektrode sendet, nach dem Sen-
den des ersten Signals.

8. Plasmaanzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 7, wobei
das Antriebsgerät so ausgestaltet ist, dass es das
dritte Signal mit einem ersten ansteigenden Signal
sendet, dessen Spannung schrittweise mit einer er-
sten Steigung ansteigt, und mit einem zweiten an-
steigenden Signal, dessen Spannung schrittweise
mit einer zweiten Steigung ansteigt.

9. Plasmaanzeigevorrichtung nach Anspruch 7, wobei
das Antriebsgerät so ausgestaltet ist, dass es das
dritte Signal mit der zweiten Steigung sendet, die
flacher als die erste Steigung ist.

Revendications

1. Écran à plasma, comprenant :
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un substrat avant (101) sur lequel une première
électrode (102) et une deuxième électrode (103)
sont disposées parallèlement l’une et l’autre ;
un substrat arrière (111) sur lequel une troisième
électrode (113) est positionnée en vue de former
une intersection avec la première électrode
(102) et la deuxième électrode (103) ; et
une structure nervurée formant barrière (112)
positionnée entre le substrat avant (101) et le
substrat arrière (111), en vue de partitionner une
cellule de décharge ; dans lequel
au moins l’une parmi la première électrode (102)
et la deuxième électrode (103) présente une
structure monocouche ;
au moins l’une parmi la première électrode (102)
et la deuxième électrode (103) inclut une pre-
mière partie de ligne (510a, 540a) et une secon-
de partie de ligne adjacente (510b, 540b) croi-
sant la troisième électrode (113), des première
et seconde parties en saillie (520a, 520b, 550a,
550b) faisant saillie à partir de la première partie
de ligne (510a, 540a) dans une direction allant
vers le centre de la cellule de décharge, des
première et seconde parties de connexion
(520c, 520d, 550c, 550d) reliant la première par-
tie de ligne (510a, 540a) et la seconde partie de
ligne (510b, 540b), et des première et seconde
parties de queue (520e, 520f, 550e, 550f) qui
font saillie à partir de la seconde partie de ligne
(510b, 540b) dans une direction opposée à une
direction de saillie de la partie en saillie (520a,
520, 550a, 550b) ;
chacune des première et seconde parties en
saillie respectives (520a, 520b, 550a, 550b),
chacune des première et seconde parties de
queue respectives (520e, 520f, 550e, 550f), et
chacune des première et seconde parties de
connexion respectives (520c, 520d, 550c, 550d)
sont positionnées respectivement dans une li-
gne droite ; et
un intervalle entre la première partie de ligne
(510a, 540a) et la seconde partie de ligne adja-
cente (510b, 540b) est supérieur à un intervalle
entre deux parties de connexion positionnées
successivement (520c, 520d, 550c, 550d).

2. Écran à plasma selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
les parties en saillie, les parties de connexion et les
parties de queue chevauchent la troisième électro-
de.

3. Écran à plasma selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la partie de queue inclut les première et seconde
parties de queue faisant saillie dans une direction
opposée à une direction de saillie des première et
seconde parties en saillie, et la partie de connexion
inclut la première partie de connexion positionnée
dans une ligne droite avec la première partie en

saillie et la première partie de queue, et la seconde
partie de connexion positionnée dans une ligne droi-
te avec la seconde partie en saillie et la seconde
partie de queue.

4. Écran à plasma selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
les parties en saillie et les parties de queue incluent
une partie à courbure, une première partie à cour-
bure est formée dans une zone où la partie de con-
nexion et la première partie de ligne se croisent, et
une seconde partie à courbure est formée dans une
zone où la partie de connexion et la seconde partie
de ligne se croisent.

5. Dispositif d’affichage à plasma comprenant l’écran
à plasma selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un
dispositif de commande est agencé de manière à
fournir un premier signal avec une tension diminuant
progressivement à la première électrode et un
deuxième signal, d’une direction de polarité opposée
à une direction de polarité du premier signal, à la
deuxième électrode, au cours d’une période de pré-
réinitialisation préalable à une période de réinitiali-
sation d’au moins un sous-champ d’une trame.

6. Dispositif d’affichage à plasma selon la revendica-
tion 5, dans lequel le dispositif de commande est
agencé de manière à fournir une amplitude d’une
tension du deuxième signal sensiblement égale à
une amplitude d’une tension d’ un signal de maintien,
à au moins l’une parmi la première électrode et la
deuxième électrode, au cours d’une période de
maintien postérieure à la période de réinitialisation.

7. Dispositif d’affichage à plasma selon la revendica-
tion 5, dans lequel le dispositif de commande est
agencé de manière à fournir un troisième signal avec
une tension augmentant progressivement, à la pre-
mière électrode, postérieurement à la fourniture du
premier signal.

8. Dispositif d’affichage à plasma selon la revendica-
tion 7, dans lequel le dispositif de commande est
agencé de manière à fournir le troisième signal avec
un premier signal montant dont la tension augmente
progressivement avec une première pente, et un
deuxième signal montant dont la tension augmente
progressivement avec une seconde pente.

9. Dispositif d’affichage à plasma selon la revendica-
tion 7, dans lequel le dispositif de commande est
agencé de manière à fournir le troisième signal avec
la seconde pente plus douce que la première pente.
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